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EXCERPTS

Parents of all two-year-olds will benefit from 15 hours a week of free childcare under Liberal Democrat pre-manifesto plans to be unveiled

today.

The £800m proposal is likely to be one of the most expensive in the 80-page Liberal Democratic pre-manifesto document containing 300

separate ideas, which will be revealed by the deputy prime minister, Nick Clegg, and the party's manifesto co-ordinator, David Laws. The

commitment to raise the personal tax allowance to £12,500 before increasing the national insurance threshold will form a big part of the

package.

Clegg is anxious not to be forced to make a distinction between policies that are red-line issues in any future coalition negotiation and

those that might be discarded in such a scenario. But Lib Dem officials said they would make the childcare pledge one of its most

important because it symbolises the party's commitment to equal opportunities for all, the central theme of the manifesto.

The government has already significantly expanded free childcare - with all three- and four-year-olds, and two-year-olds from poorer

homes, now eligible for the equivalent of 15 free hours a week. At present 40% of parents are eligible for childcare for two-year-olds.

The plan for free childcare for all two-year-olds would be paid for in part by scrapping the Conservative party's plans to introduce a tax

break for some married couples. The Lib Dems' long-term ambition, as resources allow, is to deliver the equivalent of 20 free hours to all

children between the ages of two and four years, and to all children between the ages of nine and 24 months where both parents work.
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